Studies on chromatin organization in a nucleolus without fibrillar centres. Presence of a sub-nucleolar structure in KCo cells of Drosophila.
In embryonic cell-line derivative KCo of Drosophila melanogaster, the nucleolus, like most nucleoli, contains a small proportion of ribosomal DNA (1-2% of the total nucleolar DNA). The ribosomal DNA is virtually the only active gene set in the nucleolus and is found among long stretches of inactive supercoiled heterochromatic segments. We have demonstrated by use of a Feulgen-like ammine-osmium staining procedure that, depending on the state of growth, more or less fibres of decondensed DNA emanating from the intra-nucleolar chromatin (which is in continuity with the nucleolus-associated chromatin) ramify and unravel within the central nucleolar core to be transcribed. The nucleolus expands or contracts with the variation of activity and could belong to a supramolecular matricial structure such as is shown after extraction of the nuclei. After a long period of exposure to high doses of actinomycin D, the central nucleolar core became an homogeneous fibrous structure that could be interpreted as an aggregate of protein skeletal elements. The mechanism of repression and derepression of the nucleolar chromatin could thus be explained by a mechanism involving in part a sub-nucleolar structure. We propose a schematic organization of the nucleolar chromatin in KCo cells of Drosophila and discuss it in relation with other nucleolar organizations.